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October 10, 2016: NEWS RELEASE

Chemical manufacturing industry leader Carroll Company,
promotes Doug Bishop to Director, Plant Operations
Garland, Texas — Carroll Company, the nation’s leading manufacturer of private branded
institutional cleaning and maintenance chemicals, has named Doug Bishop, Director of
Operations. Effective immediately, Bishop has been selected to drive the productivity,
efficiency and quality of manufacturing operations for all of Carroll Company..
Most recently, Bishop has been Carroll’s Director of Business Development, managing the
company’s largest portfolio of customers. Prior to Carroll Company, Doug had almost a
decade of military service, including positions of increasing responsibility including Plans &
Operations Assistant within the Joint Directorate of Military Support (JDOMS) and Section
Sergeant within the United States Army.
In almost five years, Bishop has successfully built internal and external relationships to
assist the company in driving customer growth, increasing revenue and improving the
customer experience. “Doug has extensive expertise in creating and executing on
successful game-changing strategies within strategic accounts. His understanding of the
industry and Carroll’s products and manufacturing processes, uniquely positions him to
assist Carroll in growing the business through direct and indirect distribution channels.” said
Chris Norgren – EVP, Chief Revenue Officer.
Bishop holds a Bachelor of Science, with a specialty in Psychology from Florida State
University.

About Carroll Company
Founded over 95 years ago, Carroll Company has become the nation's leading
manufacturer of private branded institutional cleaning and maintenance chemicals. Carroll
is a registered EPA (FIFRA) manufacturing organization, operates FDA approved facilities,
follows documented Good Manufacturing Processes (GMP), is OHSA and UN/DOT
compliant and is approved by the Orthodox Union as a Kosher manufacturer.
Carroll Company's headquarters and main manufacturing facility is located in Garland,
Texas. The main plant is situated on 18 acres with 300,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing and
warehouse space, with 28 dock high doors and a rail spur.

For Carroll Company Updates on Social Media:
Stay in the know about Carroll Company news by following @CarrollClean on Twitter or at
www.facebook.com/carrollcompany , LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/company/carrollcompany
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